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Abstract
This article questions the direct connections between geometry and material behavior of plywood and latex
composite, and its structural performance relevance employing an architectural solution. Biology makes use of only
remarkably few materials; thus, this investigation works with simple morphological fibers differentiation, density and
arrangement to create form with performance, just as successfully observed in nature.
The CNC milled plywood patterns are applied to the pre-stretched latex sheet form, which results in curvature upon
tension release. This method uses the logic built inside the material, based on its embedded properties and behavior.
The manifested form, which appears as a result of the interaction between materials, its internal rules (2D patterns)
and external (forces). This morphogenetic process of differentiation and arrangement of fibers is displayed by digital
simulations that try to predict the behavior of composites.
Finally, we made comparisons between both sets of experiments, digital and physical, which support the aim of
designing with less component-based systems and encourage the development of interactive homogeneous materials.
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1.0 Introduction
1.1 Background

together, allow for variable scenarios of stiffness. Their
structural performance is a result of the integration of
properties during the fabrication process. Hence, the
material system has closer resemble to natural systems
since it is not “an assembly line, but as something that
may come from within the materials”2. This research
investigates and tries to compute and predict the
bending properties of plywood sheets impregnated
with 2D patterns, reacting with the stretch conditions of
latex membranes.

The presented research focuses at understanding the
material and morphological principles of arthropods,
as a source of exploration for a novel design approach
that supports the integration of material, form
and performance. Biologists have investigated the
exoskeletal of the lobster; its fiber orientation, fiber
arrangement and associated layers thickness 1. The
stoning function, integration and performing capacity
of natural systems are a result of the morphological
differentiation of fiber density, orientation, and fiber
arrangement.

This investigation does not come unprecedented. For
example, the term "form-finding" attributed to Frei
Otto, unfolds from material behavior. As he put it, “form
results from the organization of matter in space, the
arrangement of elements according to a number of

The composite material system under development
is based on two flexible materials that, when working
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1.2 Method

embedded rules”3. If we understand the rules, can we
assume to understand material performance? Moreover,
can we predict its behavior?

The development of this project involved a combination
of physical testing, digital tools and simulations. The
2D patterns were designed using associative modelling
in Rhino and Grasshopper platform and fabricated in
plywood sheets with a CNC milling machine. Figure 2
shows pattern study in 2D. The negative cut plywood
was then bonded with pre-stretched latex sheets and
released after dried. In each physical experiment, the
curvature was measured to inform and evaluate the
digital model using Strand7. Numerous tests were carried
out to associate and establish a relation between 2D
patterns and behavior to predict the resulted 3D form.

Similarly, in today’s context of computational design,
simulations and digital fabrication, we seek to explore
the role of technology in architecture shifting from a
mechanically to biologically informed design, based
on the synthesis of form, material, structure, and
performance that goes beyond the traditional hierarchy.
“It is the complex hierarchies of materials within natural
structural from which their performance emerges"4.
This work seeks to employ an integrated biological
design for a material organization, whereas a composite
system leads to performance without the necessity of
any mold. Figure 1 shows abstracted fiber arrangements
from biological models. It may come as a surprise that
almost all load-bearing biological structures are, in fact,
fiber composites. Nature only uses a minimal range
of materials to do this, “cellulose in plants, collagen in
animals, chitin in insects and crustaceans, and silk in
spiders”4. Although very basic, “they are successful not so
much because of what they are, but because of the way
that they are put together”5.

The design approach is based on the premise that
material, form, and structure become inseparable
entities that relate and depend on geometry. Therefore,
the experiments conducted link physical testing
alongside digital simulations to predict the composite
behavior, depending on which pattern is applied or
which final form does one seeks to reproduce.

Figure 1: Abstracted fiber arrangements from biological models.
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Figure 2: 2D pattern logic study.

2.0 Material System, Design and Patterns
The use of a composite material promoted a local nonhomogenous behavior and a global parallel to generate
curvature, within this material system. Global curvature,
shown in Figure 3, allows the material system to become

structurally efficient, while local curvature, shown in
Figure 4, produces additional folding and form for
the structure.

Figure 3: Global parameters.
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Figure 4: Initial studies illustrating the pattern’s simulation logic.

The process of translating the physical phenomena of
stress, strain, and gravity into a curved geometry relies
on the elements to buckle. The achieved result is due to
the material's ability to stretch, allowing interaction of
the neighboring patterns.

of patterns: firstly intersecting lines, giving more strength
in both directions, secondly longitudinal lines parallel to
the plywood fibers allowing high degrees of curvature
and lastly, horizontal lines, causing local deformation as
a consequence of the vertical fiber directionality of the
material. The combination of these three distinct pattern
types allow curvilinear development of the composite
structure and assembly logic when designing a more
massive and complex organization, as shown in Figure 6.

Informed by biological principles, the 2D patterns, shown
in Figure 5, establish a parametric relation between
material arrangement, fiber density and orientation,
and surface curvature. The use of computational and
algorithm tools determined the 3D surface, which
resulted from its 2D pattern shown in Figure 5. The
primary design parameters that were used included the
number of intervals, frequency, curve directionality, and
transitions. As a result, it is possible to identify three types

The outcome of the entire process can be seen as a semiautonomous, bottom-up form-finding procedure, which
increases the structural capacity of two fragile materials
by leveraging the energy and bending action of two
separate elements within a single composite structure.

Figure 5: Computational pattern studies and 3D simulations of pattern behavior.
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Figure 6: Pattern logic and physical models.

2.1 Material System and Experiments

The result of these experiments confirmed our underlying
hypothesis that by utilizing buckling in a controlled way,
we could achieve a bi-stable material behavior and
produce complex curved geometries at an architectural
scale with the use of a simple set of rules. Buckling occurs
as a result of stiff members in the pattern bending in
reaction to the force induced by the stretched membrane,
as shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows simulation results
of deformations for different curvatures, while Figures 11
and 12 show the final assembly.

To fabricate and test the performance of the latexplywood composite panels, the latex sheets were first
stretched using a jig with nautical locks and ropes. Then,
the membrane was manually stretched up to 150 percent
of its original area in both directions, and contact glue
was applied so that the milled panel could be placed.
After release from tension, the composite panel
transforms from flat to doubly curved with local complex
geometries, as seen in Figures 7 and 8. “The feedback
loops, from pattern to form and from form to pattern,
construct a mathematical model of morphogenesis as a
dynamic process from which form emerges”6. “Form and
behavior have an intricate relationship”7.
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Figure 7: Diagram of the fabrication process.
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Figure 8: Fabrication process of latex-plywood composite panel.

Figure 9: Physical experiment of latex-plywood composite panels.
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Figure 10: Digital simulations of deformations and its possible predictions using Strand7.

Figure 11: Installation assembly.
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Figure 12: Ceiling installation of panels.

3.0 Conclusion

to achieve a full shape arch-like structure, but rather a
straightforward hanging installation. As previously
mentioned, this bi-stable state of this system, still must
be properly digitally computed, calibrated and explored,
to gain control of the physical result.

The design exploration, digital studies and experiments
discussed in this article explore a modular material
system, which promotes local, regional and global
curvature to improve structural performance.

Some of the experiments shown here have demonstrated
that the designer can draw out the surface curvature
from 2D patterns. Nevertheless, we found that the join
conditions between panels need to improve, to develop
the final geometry. To accomplish this connection,
digital tools must improve accounting for the multiple
varying conditions of the fibrous material and pattern
optimization, following by understanding the entire
geometry and join solutions, where the final form only
emerges on the very end.

The form-finding method and fabrication that allow flat
patterns to gain curvature and stiffness (pre-stretching,
bonding and release) have been shown and illustrated.
Notably, the fabrication process used in this research
does not rely on any type of molds but emerges from the
design process and experimentation.
The initial set of experiments utilized an isotropic
material, and when replaced by plywood, the
complexity of the system increased and consequently its
capabilities multiplied. Consequently, it was not possible
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Although the material system enables us to design
on a scale on the digital and physical realm, the final
assembly was manually conducted. Using robotic
fabrication tools can improve fabrication, increase
precision, assembly time and efficiency.
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